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So here it is:
The US Debt is our American Credit. The corporation directly responsible for
accruing the US Debt was not able or willing to pay us back. They went
bankrupt---- and claimed that we were the Principals responsible for them, so that
we were responsible for their debts---- like the co-signers on a loan.
They stole our identity, impersonated us, ran up our credit cards and bailed out.
Then they claimed that their corporation was owned and operated by us, so that
we were responsible for their debts and for paying off their bankruptcy.
The Principals actually responsible for owning and operating their bankrupt
corporation were, meanwhile, hiding in the weeds, pretending that they had
Emergency Powers never delegated to them, allowing them to own and operate
these commercial corporations "in our names" --- but not being responsible or
accountable for their administration.
So, we called them on it.
We claimed the US Debt as our indemnity, so they delivered the Labor Bonds to
our Possession--- even though they remain responsible for the Issuance of the
bonds. This evidence of their debt is the evidence of the credit owed to the
American States and People --- the labor part of the debt, only.
The debt owed in all other commodities, gold, silver, land, etc., is owed by the
Territorial United States corporation and its charter holders in Great Britain.
Before we "accept" in the commercial sense, any portion of the US Debt for
forgiveness or the income/profit of these bonds, there are many issues to be
settled.
Those who are following along realize that the ownership of all the corporations
that have been chartered in our names since 1870 is an issue.

So are the unlawful and illegal operations of many of these corporations, which
have been allowed to run amok and act as predators. This has spawned a "culture
of crime" in America and around the world that has to be corrected.
These criminal activities are focused in specific ways, especially via the unlawful
conversion of living flesh into a securitized commodity, which is then "monetized"
to issue the labor-based currency, and also, via the exercise of unlawful patents,
and purloined copyrights and trademarks.
The Perpetrators have been doing this by evading the Public Law through such
stunts as claiming (falsely) that all the Americans have magically disappeared and
have instead agreed to function as Territorial U.S. Citizens and/or Municipal
citizens of the United States ----- which allows the Vermin to bypass and evade
their constitutional obligations owed to those same Americans.
Or, as we have seen, by removing both the gold and silver commodity standards
so as to legalize commodity rigging.
All this wiggling and writhing and evasion is truly worthy of snakes, but it all
comes down to a stout garden hoe and the will to use it.
I have been accused of being "stupid" by Phil Hudok and Iran Lopez and numerous
others who have been slurping up the remedies offered by the Perpetrators. Let
me explain how their proposed remedy actually works.
Let's pretend that I am a pirate (as most of these people are) and I steal the value
of your labor and put it in one pocket, and then I steal your gold and silver and
land assets and put all that in my other pocket.
Later, you catch up to me, and you want your stuff back.
If you say you want the value of your labor returned, I pay you using your own
gold.
If you say you want your gold and silver and land back, I pay you using the value
of your own labor.
Not a penny of this offered "remedy" comes out of the pirates who stole all your
stuff and used all your assets to profit themselves for over 150 years, does it?
No, it does not. You are stuck using your resources to pay for their sins and debts
if you accept their "remedy" --- which is actually no remedy at all from your
standpoint.
Just because someone offers a remedy doesn't mean you have to accept it.
I may offer you the "remedy" of chopping off your head in lieu of disemboweling
you, but you may have other ideas.

So who is stupid? Those who accept the return of one purloined asset as payment
for another purloined asset of theirs get my vote.
And those who accept Federal Reserve Notes (backed by their own labor) as
payment for their gold, silver, and land --- are the dumbest of all.
So on a scale of 1 to 10, Grandma is doing pretty well and the rest of these guys
are eating their own cake and thinking that this is "remedy" for debts owed to
them.
Any American who takes this deal would have to be smoking something stronger
than tobacco.
In fact, the only people who would -- relatively speaking -- gain from the offered
remedy, would be actual British Territorial U.S. Citizens. Why?
Because they have no gold, silver, or land assets in the first place, so if they get a
dollop of their own labor value back in exchange for giving up something that was
never theirs --- it's gravy for them, like overtime pay.
Remember that in the British System, all actual value vests in the Queen. There
isn't a British Citizen on Earth who owns his own land, gold, or silver.
Giving up their interest in such things is a moot point. The Queen has already
stolen their gold, silver, and land, so the pirate in our story only got one pocketful
of loot from them to begin with: their labor assets.
As Federal Reserve Notes "represent" labor commodity assets, getting back
Federal Reserve Notes may appear to be a fair remedy to them, because that's all
they contributed and all they have at risk.
The rest of us, however, would be fools --- well and truly --- to settle for such an
accommodation.
We have the other "pocket full" of our assets at risk that need to be returned by
the Queen's Government and the Boyz of Westminster, who seized upon them
under conditions of non-disclosure, constructive fraud, Breach of Trust, and deceit
in dereliction of duty.
They knew we, Americans, weren't knowingly, willingly, and voluntarily lined up in
our cradles agreeing to "donate" our Good Names, our land, our gold, our silver,
and our material estates to the Queen at three weeks of age. Or in grade school,
when we unknowingly recited "The Pledge of Allegiance" without disclosure,
either. They knew that for sure.
They also knew that they didn't give our Mothers any full disclosure when they
were pressed (as in press-ganged) to "abandon" their babies as wards of the
British Territorial State of State organizations.

And why is that?
Because snatching babies and alienating them from their natural-born nationality
and jurisdiction is a capital crime under both the Geneva and Hague Conventions.
And it's an especially heinous crime when it takes place in Breach of Trust against
your loyal Employers, who have stood at your back and paid your debts through
two World Wars.
Grandma hasn't lost sight of that one, either.
The Labor Bonds have been returned because they need to be forgiven and the
currency converted into a credit-based currency. Fine. We can do that.
The Queen and Westminster have yet to cough up their part of the hairball and
return all the purloined titles to our land assets, including the copyrights to our
Proper Names, the gold and silver that their misdirected commercial corporations
shipped offshore "for safe-keeping" and all the other assets of ours that they
purloined and benefited from in our purported "absence".
There is no question that this is owed and that the eyes of the world are upon
them. Britain's reputation doth precede them. Too often, this "combined
government" of the Monarchs and the Lords of Admiralty, has chosen war instead
of peace, self-interest instead of justice. We all remember the Raj.
So batten down and see what happens. Will Britain rise to the occasion? What will
happen to them if they don't? Will their new Allies in China witness their treatment
of their old Allies in America and expect any better treatment themselves?
Or will the Chinese remember the Opium Wars and the Boxer Rebellion, the same
way that the Americans needed to remember The War of Independence in 1868?
Nobody can turn on the charm like the Brits when they want to. The room lights
up and the Blarney flows. They really would have you thinking that poo -- at least
your poo --- doesn't smell. They will happily welcome you into their secret club, if
they have an ax to grind and you have a grindstone.
But America, and World-at-Large, think well and think truly.
These Charmers have invaded more countries than any other Empire in human
history, including Rome.
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